Direct assignment of the dihydrouridine-helix imino proton resonances in transfer ribonucleic acid nuclear magnetic resonance spectra by means of the nuclear Overhauser effect.
The NMR resonances from the hydrogen-bonded ring NH protons in the dihydrouridine stem of Escherichia colt tRNA1Val have been assigned by experiments involving the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) between adjacent base pairs. Irradiation of the 8-14 tertiary resonance produced a NOE to base pair 13. Irradiation of the CG13 ring NH produced NOEs to base pairs 12 and 14. Similarly, base pair 12 was shown to be dipolar coupled to 11 and 13, and base pair 11 was found to be coupled to 10 and 12. These sequential connectivities led to the assignment of CG13 at -13.05 ppm, UA12 at -13.84 ppm, CG11 at -12.23 ppm, and GC10 at -12.60 ppm. The results are compared with previous, less direct assignments for these four base pairs and with the expected proton positions from the crystal structure coordinates for this helix.